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This title comes with over 50 reusable stickers. You can see which things are the same size, compare big and
little things, thick and thin things, long and short things, wide and narrow things - and have fun spotting

things that are completely the wrong size! You can find ten tiny seashells, seek out the same-size strawberries,
decide whether the ball is too big for the racket, and other sticker-based challenges. It is full of action

photographs of children, animals, food and toys that youngsters will enjoy looking at. Two pages of stickers
include pretty flowers, bright marbles, cute kittens and playful puppies. The bright pictures interact with the
simple text to help develop skills. It is a fun introduction to sizes for young readers, which entertains as well

as educates. This themed word-and-picture book makes it really easy to learn. Packed with fun, bright
photographs, stickers and games, it will teach young children all about different sizes.

Fun Stickers was initially established to sell our own brand generic sticker products in many different formats
including Plastic Free Wall Stickers 3D Stickers Bubble Stickers 500 Piece Mega Sets Tattoos and more. The
most popular color? You guessed it white. High quality glossy stickers and plenty of them for a great price.

Theyre fun unique and can make your brand memorable.

Sticker Sizes

Shop Fun Size Stickers from CafePress. Sticker Fun Sizes by Press Armadillo 9781861474278 available at
Book Depository with free delivery worldwide. STICKER FUNSHAPES AND SIZES Keep your little one
busy with this great sticker book. Perfect for Mini Cooper Fiat 500 Smart Car etc. Cuttosize stickers shift
your target markets awareness of. Stickers featuring millions of original designs created by independent

artists. Find great designs on durable stickers or create your own custom stickers to express yourself. Get up
to 50 off. Condition New. Cuttosize are individually cut in your chosen shape and are suitable for labeling
specialty products and gifts. We recommend sticking your pets faces on smooth and clean surfaces like.

Ordering custom stickers and labels is a fun process especially as a new business.
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